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 ElementalTV, an emerging media technology company and a division of Adoppler, has generated

more than one billion connected TV (CTV) advanced ad impressions in its first year in the market,

as the company pursues its mission to provide leading brands, advertisers and publishers with the

tools necessary to unlock the full potential of the CTV ad experience. Today, ElementalTV

immersive ad experiences reach 57% of CTV households in the U.S. and, after just one year of

providing its proven CTV advertising solutions to some of the world’s top brands and content

partners, ElementalTV is now debuting its new, proprietary Engagement Lift Media (ELM) platform

to a wider marketplace.

The ELM platform is the first and only fully vertically integrated platform, offering advanced ad

decisioning, a demand-side platform (DSP), creative optimization, transcoding and stitching

capabilities. This unified offering enables ElementalTV’s partners to deliver cost-effective, next

generation CTV ad experiences, from localizing national video ad creatives via its innovative

SmartFrame technology, to adding dynamic messaging within ad units, and contextual ad

targeting.

“CTV is the fastest growing medium today, but its ad experience is suboptimal,” says Omer Latif,

CEO at ElementalTV. “We built our platform to reimagine the future of CTV advertising -- to create

innovative and smart tech solutions for brands, to help publishers realize the full value of their

content, and to pioneer a new and improved viewing experience for growing CTV audiences

worldwide. Our approach is bold and breaks barriers. Through the ELM platform’s product suite,

we enable our partners to leverage the addressability of digital to evolve audience engagement

to a new standard.”

The success over the past year and increasing demand for the new ELM platform are behind

ElementalTV’s decision to accelerate the scaling of its business, including broadening its strategic

partnership with top programmatic firm MPW Digital. The partnership with MPW Digital expands

the company's efforts to introduce advertisers to the next generation of advanced CTV advertising

capabilities and formats.

“Our next phase of growth requires having the right partners who share our vision of being true

pioneers and innovators in CTV advertising technology,” says Albert Yu, VP Analytics &
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Monetization at ElementalTV. “MPW Digital has been on this journey with us and we’re excited to

have them play a critical role in our expansion.”

“Over the past year we've seen ElementalTV’s ability to rapidly innovate and grow. It has been

exciting to see their SmartFrame technology add value to advertisers' CTV campaigns,” says

Marcus Weiss, COO at MPW Digital. “This is just the beginning and we’re looking forward to serving

as a close extension of their team as they advance into the next phase of commercialization of

ELM and continue to transform the CTV ad experience.”

ElementalTV, a division of Adoppler, was started in 2020 to focus on technology solutions for CTV,

creating breakthrough ad experiences for CTV audiences while delivering innovation and added

value to advertisers and publishers. Today, through the ELM platform, ElementalTV is delivering

more than 100 million advanced ad impressions per month.

To learn more about ElementalTV and its solutions, visit www.elementaltv.com.

 

About ElementalTV:

Founded in 2020 and headquartered in Pasadena, CA, ElementalTV is pioneering the next

generation of CTV ad innovation. ElementalTV pushes the boundaries of how technology

can immerse an audience’s advertisement experience. Its proprietary vertically integrated

platform, ELM, combines a wide range of capabilities including advanced ad decisioning,

demand-side platform (DSP), creative optimization, transcoding, and stitching to allow

for seamless, next generation ad experience. To learn more, visit elementaltv.com.
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